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ABSTRACT

Topology is shown to govern the arrangement of connected structural elements in
network glasses such as silica and related radiation-amorphized network compounds.
A topological description of such topologically-disordered arrangements is possible
which utilizes a.,characteris tic. unit of structure---the local cluster---not far in scale from the
unit cells in crystalline arrangements. Construction of credible glass network structures
and their alteration during cascade disordering events during irradiation can be effected
using local assembly rules based on modification of connectivity-based assembly rules
derived for crystalline analc'gues. These topological approaches may provide useful
complementary information to that supplied by molecular dynamics about re-ordering
routes and final configurations in irradiated glasses.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Crystals are topologically ordered structures which exhibit translational periodicity and
orientational invariance of identical atomic environments. Glasses, which lack both of
these features, lack topologiccal oder 12 Of all the problems in deducing atomic structure
of condensed phases, the one which has most persistently resisted solution, because of
the immense scale of the problem to be addressed, is the structure of topologically-
disordered arrangements. Experimentally, radial averages (in the form of radially-
averaged density functions) can be deduced but only for a minimum of ~1O` atoms
(using electron diffraction3,4; neutron diffraction' requires about 1 022 atoms). At the other
extreme, molecular dynamics (MD) methods' and reverse Monte Carlo simulations7 are
limited by computation time to assemblies of 500-2,000 atoms much of which can be
considered surface from the point of view of topology.8 For crystals, long-range
translational periodicity immensely simplifies the structure elucidation problem to a 1 O'-
102 atom problem (further reduced by the symmetry accompanying orientational order),
because only the contents of the unit cell (<1 00 atoms for most oxide structures) and the
unit cell geometry need be determined.
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Compounds, even when topologically disordered, offer some simplifying redundancies
in that short-range order, in the form of coordination polyhedra ([SiO,1 tetrahedra in
silicas, [B03] triangles and [B0,] tetrahedra in borate glasses, for example), reduces the
problem to deciding how such units are connected together (face-, edge-, and vertex-
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Figure 1: Local rules for assembly, of 1-cristobalite and an a-SiQ2 propagated using a modification of b-
cristobalite rules.

sharing); the connectivity of these polyhedra (formally polytopes) can be seriously limited
by the same structural constraints operating in crystals. In minimally connected network
solids, such as silicas and borosilicate glasses whose polytopes share only vertices, these
constraints can be expressed topologically in terms of one-dimensional closed circuits
(rings) through the assembly which only partially tessellate the structures.2 Circuits which
cannot be decomposed into sets of smaller circuits may be termed primitive rings.9 The
set of all polytopes which belong to the collection of primitive rings which pass through
a given polytope is the local cluster of that polytope. The local cluster is a characteristic
unit of structure---just like a unit cell of a crystal--but one which embeds the local topology
rather than the symmetries. It is equally applicable to crystalline or amorphous
arrangements, but in each specifies a local environment which is unlikely to be very
different whether or not topological disorder is present.

A second, related local parameter describes what local information about its
environmental preferences a coordination polytope needs to have in order to reproduce
a particular structural assembly. This information, known as local rules, can be used to
assemble polytopes into a regularly connected arrangements, for example crystalline
polymorphs of SiO2, Si3N4 and SiC which comprise vertex-sharing tetarahedral
polytopes. 1O0,1 1 For a vertex-sharing tetrahedron, such information comprises a
combinatorial rules set which consists of its initial orientation, the number of other
tetrahedra which share each vertex, and the rotation applied to each adjoining
tetrahedron relative to the orientation of the tetrahedron to which it bonds. Such rules
sets are simple, completely deterministic, and highly compact, even for complex
structures of low symmetry. Still other rules modifications can propagate topological
disorder leading to generation of amorphous structures.
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2 - LOCAL ASSEMBLY OF NETWORK CRYSTALS AND GLASSES

Figure 1 illustrates the local combinatorial assembly ruies for the cristobalite polymorph
of SiO 2; those For tridymite are similar. Both polymorphs have densities and structures
close to those measured or supposed for vitreous or radiation-amorphized silicas. The
first line in the rules file indicates the number of equivalent 'SiOjtetrahedral polytope
environments (the tetrahedron `type,' in this case only one). The second line indicates
first the number of vertices on each polytope to be shared (4 for a tetrahedron); the
second entry on the line indicates the number of additional tetrahedra sharing a vertex
(1 for silicas, since two tetrahedra usually share a vertex). The third line indicates that
the tetrahedra are regular (thoug h distortions are possible in the model), and the fourth
the initial orientation of the starting tetrahedron in terms of rotations about X, y and z
axes of the unit cube in which the tetrahedron is inscribed. The last four lines represent
the rotations of the added tetrahedra for each of the four vertices of the original
tetrahedron; the first entry identifies the tetrahedron type to be rotated (type "0," since
there is only one tetrahedral environment specified earlier), the second the vertex number
(0, 1,2,3) of the tetrahedron to be added, the third and subsequent entries the rotation
axis and rotation angle of that tetrahedron. Each added tetrahedron then serves as a
new starting tetrahedron seeking additional connections according to the established
rules. Analogous reassemnbly rules have been derived for all network crystalline
polymorphs of silica]O, SiN 4,1l1 and SiC.1 1

AW

Figure 2: 200-fetrahedra assemblies oF a) p -cristobalite and b) a-SiC2 assembled according ta the local rules
given in Figure 1.

Assembly is carried out on a Silicon Graphics Onyx workstation through an efficient
graphic user interface designed for the purpose. Assembly is rapid (-5 Hz), limited only
by the graphics display rate, and models of 1 0,000 tetrahedra are easily constructed.
Figure 2(a) shows a perspective view of 200 assembled tetrahedra of cristobalite.
Further algorithms`o carry out analysis of primitive ring content from the computed
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adjacency matrix. Figure 3(a) depicts the local cluster of cristobalite, which comprises
1 2 primitive 6-rings through a central tetrahedron involving 29 tetrahedra. Other silica
polymorphs have local clusters ranging in size from 27 to 81 tetrahedra, structures with
higher densities exhibiting larger rings (which can more easily fold back on themselves)
and a wider distribution of ring sizes. O-Si-O intra- and Si-O-Si inter-tetrahedral angles
are likewise calculated from the tetrahedron nodes (centers) and vertex coordinates.
Density is calculated by centering a sphere slightly smaller than the convex hull (largest
polyhedron with triangular faices containing all tetrahedron nodes) randomly in turn on
1 0 interior nodes and counting and averaging the number of tetrahedra in each case
enclosed by the sphere. Density p and inter-tetrahedral angle 0 are sensitive to initial
tetrahedron offset. An initial offset of -23 - about the y axis yielded the value of 0 =

1 48 - appropriate to 3- cristobalite; an initial offset of -24.7 - yielded the value of p =
2.32 measured experimentally for the ut-cristobalite modification.
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Figure 3: a) Local cluster for f3-cri'stobajlite, and b) a representative local cluster for the a-SiO2 model
assembled in Figure 2(b), with tetrahedron complement, ring counts, and number of first through fourth
nearest neighbor tetrahedra enumerated.

Application of the crystalline local rules represents propagation of long-range
topological order based solely on local decisions. It is similarly possible to propagate
topological disorder based on modification of the local crystalline rules. Application of
modified rules--either a small offset (-5 -) In the initial orientation rules or a small
change (-5 -) in the rotation angles--results in amorphous structures. For cristobalite,
for example, initial node offsets around x or y affect only 0, as in the u-13 transition, and
around z have no effect because the rule rotations are defined about z; hence, 85-
rather than 90 - rotation rules were used instead. Figure 2(b) shows the resulting
cristobalite-like `glass" arrangement and Figure 3(b) a typical local cluster which differs
somewhat from that of cristobalite. In propagating topological disorder in this way,
optimization is required in the form of Hookeian springs connecting tetrahedral vertices,
whose total elastic energy is globally minimized by tetrahedron read justments after every
tetrahedron addition. The oxygen vertex atom position is taken to be at the spring center,
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so that remanent springs then represent tetrahedron distortions, which are minimal for the
assembly model shown in Fig. 2(b). An additional algorithm is required to supply
repulsive forces to preclude tetrahedron intersections. Radial density functions have been
calculated for this cristobalite-like amorphous silica which are distinct from those of the
crystal and not unlike those found experimentally for amorphized forms of silica.10

Figure 4: Disordered and reconnected cascade simulation volumes comprising a) 400 tetrahedra oF a-
cristobalite reconnected with p3 -cristobalite rules, and b) 300 tetrahedra oF a-SiC2 reconnected with the same
modified P3-cristobalite rules used in initial assembly.

3 - RADIATION-INDUCED REARRANGEMENT OF DISORDERED NETWORKS

Amorphizability of crystalline structures is governed topologically by available structural
freedom [, which represents the difference between available degrees of freedom for and
constraints on each atom and is derivable from connectivity parameters like the number
of vertices V per polytope and the connectivity C per vertex.1l11 Larger values of f

correspond to greater ease of str~lctural rearrangement. For example, SiN 4--a network
structure in either of its two crystalline polymorphs comprising corner-sharing of [SiNJ]
tetrahedra connected three to a vertex, instead of two to a vertex like tetrahedral silica
networks---is far less amorphizable than any silica or silica analogue like AIPOA.` Table 1
summarizes details of polytope connectivity for a number of crystalline oxides whose
elements appear in oxide glass formulations, together with the corresponding structural
freedom and the measured amorphizability by ion irradiation.

The degree to which previously disordered structures like glasses can be rearranged by
displacive radiation is governed by identical criteria. Hence, it is expected that
borosilicates that contain some corner-sharing I B03] triangles, in addition to [B0,1 and
[SiO,] tetrahedra (both polytcpe geometries two-connected at the vertices) should be
more easily rearranged than silicas containing only [Si041 tetrahedra.
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Table ] . Coordination, connectivlity, structural freeaom and amorphizability for some
crystalline oxides whose elemrents appear in glass formulations

Structure Polyhedra sharing {V C} F Amorphization
dose (eV/atom)c'

ca-AI 20 3 Octahedra faces, edges {6,4} -7 3400
Na2O Cubes: edgest {8,4}t -7 b
CaSiO 3 Octahedra :edges;:

tetrahedra :cornersc {4,2}c < 0 1 1
AIPO, Tetrahedra :corners {4,2} 0 10
510 2 Tetrahedra :corners {4,2} 0 7
2PbOoP2O5 Tetrahedra :cornersc {4, 1 .75}c <±+0.38c < 0.5
P20 5 Tetrahedra :corners {,4, 1.75} +0.38 b
B20 3 Triangles : corners {3,2} +1 b

olow-temperature values of critical energy density required for amorphization." bNot measured. cWeak-link

connectivity. t[ONaj cubes.

Irradiation of crystalline structures with energetic medium- to heavy-weight ions (as
occurs in high-level radioactive waste media) results in collision cascades within which
overall structural amorphization may be effected through direct impact amorphization
or cascade overlap to achieve a critical defect density.] 3 Analogous rearrangements in
glass structures occasioned by collision cascades have so far been studied only by
molecular dynamics methods in which simulations of five-component simplified alkali
borosilicate waste glass compositions were perturbed by a primary knock-on atom.`4

The cascade phenomenon represents an ideal platform for alternative topological
modeling of structural rearrangement, since violent cascade dlisplaicements are largely
uncorrelated and represent atcomic randomization followed by reassemrbly into
chemically-preferred coordincation polyhedra whose relative dispositions are then likely
to be governed by the same sorts of local rules that also apply to long-range ordered
crystalline assemblies.

Simulation of cascade amorphization in tetrahedral networks is carried out in four steps:
1) erecting a precursor to be amcorphized using local-rules generation (typically 1 ,500-
6,000 tetrahedra); 2) selecting a cascade volume (300-600 tetrahedra in our models) in
which all connections between tetrahedra are severed, the tetrahedra being maintained
intact; 3) expanding the boundary away from the cascade volume and randomly
rotating (by < 20 -) all tetrahedra within the cascade volume; 4) reconnecting tetrahedra
within the cascade volume with each other and with boundary tetrahedra using the same
or an altered rules set, optimizing the whole network after every reconnection as in the
generation of amorphous networks described in §2. The tetrahedra are assumed for the
purposes of modeling to stay intact, though of course in an actual cascade the constituent
atoms may be separated; the tetrahedra in our model thus comprise the short-range units
appearing in the first rebonding phase of the cascade. Both interior and boundary are
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settled using the optimization scheme described earlier, and distortions in the tetrahedra
are allowed to develop in response to their reconnections, evidenced by remanent
connection spring lengths retained from this procedure.

Four forms of network silica have been cascade-disordered in this manner: 15 OC-

cristobalite regrown with f3-cristobalite rules; a-quartz regrown with b-quartz rules; ideal
quartz regrown with ai-cristobalite rules; and the a-SiO, model of Fig. 2(b), assembled
with modified j3-cristobalite rules and reassembled after cascade disordering with the
same rules. Higher tempercature polymorphic reconstruction rules were chosen in each
case because the temperature at which reassembly is effected within a cooling cascade
is expected to be high. Fig. 4 illustrates the reconnected cascade regions for a)
cristobalite and b) the a-SiO2 model. Tetrahedral distortion was small in both cases, as
evidenced by the small remnanent spring lengths at all vertex junctions. The O-Si-O intra-
tetrahedral angle is nevertheless broadened somewhat. The distributions of Si-O-Si
inter-etrahedral angles 0 were considerably broadened From those of the precursor
structures, and the average O was consistently and substantially shifted to smaller angles,
as observed experimentally.] 6

Representative local clusters fOr both cascade regions are shown in Fig. 5. Analysis of
these clusters revealed that those extending into the interface retained some
characteristics of the precursor structure, while those removed from the boundary
acquired very different and surprisingly uniform topologies, with a notable skew towards
larger rings. The similarity of the cascade reconstructions independent of the starting
structure may reflect the experimental finding of a common density for neutron
irradiation-disordered crystalline polymorphs and vitreous silica.17 The commonality
may have its origin in the leveling effect of the initial disordering, simulated in our model
by random tetrahedral rotations. The cascade reconstructions retain some
underconnection, which could explain the larger rings and could represent either real
network defects or model pathology. When underconnection at the interface of the
cascade with surrounding unaltered material is discounted (uncertainties in the
boundary expansion step strongly influence the interface reconstruction), the cascade
interiors remain about 1 5% underbound. Both cristobalite and the a-SiO, densified by
about 1 0% in the cascades, though again inadequate expansion in the arbitrary
expansion step can affect the final densities.

Two shortcomings in the current cascade modeling procedure have been identified.
First, we do not allow translation in addition to rotation in the initial cascade
disordering algorithm, although translations are allowed during reconnection. Second,
we may not have built in enough tetrahedron-tetrahedron repulsion to ensure sufficient
room for reconnections to be effected. Both shortcomings serve to increase
underconnection and density in the cascade region and will be addressed by modifying
the current algorithms.
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Figure 5: a) Two representative local clusters from the simulated cascade volumes of a) f3-cristobalite in Figure
4(a), and b) a-SiO 2 in Figure 4(b), with tetrahedron complement, and ring counts. Note the wider distribution
of ring sizes compared to those in Figure 3.

4 - CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

It is clear from the various modeling experiments that topology exercises a considerable
influence on the possibilities available to glass structures and on the reconstruction routes
following radiation disordering . While topological modeling cannot substitute for full-
blown molecular dynamics simulations, it can provide guidelines for (or even shortcuts
to) what in MD evolves only after protracted interaction steps. Subsequent analysis of
final MD configurations by topolog ical assessments, for example identification of local
clusters, can provide a powerful analysis tool for evaluating MD simulations. Another
method for combining the strength of both approaches is to refine topological models
subsequently using MD to provide more realistic densities and improve connectedness.
Both combinations are being pursued.

Topological modeling of structures more complex than simple tetrahedral networks poses
additional challenges. Alkali silicate glasses could be modeled using some three-
connected, rather than four-connected, tetrahedra, though the proposed segregation of
alkali ions into alkali-rich interconnected channels in which oxygen coordination around
the alkali more closely resembles that in the crystalline analogues (e.g. NaSiO,)--as
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proposed in the modified random network modellS and supported by recent MD
simulations] 9--may be difficult to model in its heterogeneity. It can, however, be shown2O
that topological considerations require in an alkali silicate glass that the coordination of
non-bonded oxygens about the alkali be < 4.5, in order to retain sufficient structural
freedom to propagate topological disorder in the glass, and that alkali-rich channels will
percolate through the network for a Na2O mole fraction > 1 6.5%, a result supported by
the MD simulations of five-component simplified alkali borosilicate waste glass
composition. 14

Figure 6: Portion oF a model of borosilicate gloss net-work (25wt% B,03 ) generated us ing self-assembly
computer algorithms employing local rules operating on B, Si ond 0 atom subunits. The atoms (large = Si,
medium = 0, small = B) are represented by their covalent radii. The rules used in this case ensure tetrahedral
Si and trigonal B coordination by 0 and favor M-0-M (M B, Si) bond angles between 1 730 - (as in
metaborates) and -~ 150 - (as in a -cristo:balite). The whole network is re-optimized after each incremental
addition. In the model, [BC2] triangular units are seen to link both other [803] units and [SiC4] tetrahedra.

Borosilicate networks could (alternatively be modeled topologically using a mixture of
[M0,4] tetrahedra and [MO] triangles (M = Si, B) and appropriate assembly rules. A
more efficient hybrid approach may be a method developed initially in MIT's
Computational Biology Group for assembly of virus shells from protein subunitS,21 Which
for want of a better term might be! called kinetic rules-based modeling. In this approach,
the basic bond abstraction is extended with the notion of binding kinetics, in that
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structural entities are set in motion and can bind or break apart according to bond
energy preferences and also to local rules stipulations. The objects assembling can be
atoms or can be larger coordination units, as in our tetrahedron assemblies, which
attach to each other. The procedure is a little like doing simple MD with foreknowledge
of the network topological preferences and can be carried out on a self-assembling
structure using a Monte Carlo algorithm. Figure 6 represents an initial attempt to model
a simple B,03-SiO, binary borosi~icate glass with this approach.
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